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ABSTRACT
The set covering problem is a wellknown NPhard combinatorial optimization problem with
wide practical applications This paper introduces a novel heuristic for the unicost set covering
problem An iterated approximation algorithm ITEG based on this heuristic is developed in
the rst iteration a cover is constructed and in the next iterations a new cover is built by
starting with part of the best solution so far obtained The nal output of the algorithm is the
best solution obtained in all the iterations ITEG is empirically evaluated on a set of randomly
generated problem instances on instances originated from the Steiner triple systems and on
instances derived from two challenging combinatorial questions by Erd	os The performance of
ITEG on these benchmark problems is very satisfactory both in terms of solution quality ie
small covers as well as in terms of running time
  Introduction
The set covering problem SCP is one of the oldest and most studied NPhard problems cf
  The SCP consists of covering the rows of a mrow	 ncolumn	 zeroone matrix a
ij
 by a
minimal subset of the columns	 where a row i is covered by a column j if the entry a
ij
is equal to
  This problem can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem as follows

minimize
P
n
j 
x
j
subject to the constraints



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j
  f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The variable x
j
indicates whether column j belongs to the solution x
j
   or not x
j
 
The m constraint inequalities are used to express the requirement that each row be covered by at
least one column In the weighted version of this problem	 the objective function is
P
n
j 
c
j
x
j
for
some weights c
j
  specifying the cost of column j Therefore the SCP is sometimes referred to as
the unicost SCP
The SCP has a wide number of applications	 such as construction of optimal logical circuits	
scheduling eg	 aircrew scheduling	 assembly line balancing	 and information retrieval Recent
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results in computational complexity provide a theoretical quantication of the diculty of this
problem In particular	 Feige in    has proven that for any    no polynomial time algorithm
can approximate SCP within    lnm unless NP has slightly superpolynomial time algorithms
Due to these negative results	 many approximation algorithms for the SCP have been developed
eg	 	 	   In particular	 in   Grossman and Wool perform a comparative experimental
study of nine eective approximation algorithms proposed by researchers in the eld of combinatorial
optimization	 like the simple and randomized greedy algorithms	 a randomized rounding algorithm	
and an algorithm based on neural networks The performance of these algorithms is tested on a large
set of benchmark problems	 and the results show that the multistart randomized greedy algorithm
outperforms the other algorithms in almost all of the problem instances The heuristic used in
the randomized greedy algorithm is rather simple
 a cover is constructed starting from the empty
set of columns that is	 all x
j
s are equal to zero At each step of the algorithm the actual set
of columns is extended by adding one column which is randomly chosen amongst those that cover
the largest number of not yet covered rows in other words	 at each step of the algorithm the
variable x
j
that appears in the largest number of unsatised inequality constraints is set to one
This process is repeated until all rows are covered Observe that the obtained cover may contain
redundant columns	 which can be removed from the set without destroying the property of being a
cover Therefore	 the cover is rened by removing the redundant columns in a random order	 one at
a time because removing one redundant column may aect the redundancy of other columns The
resulting procedure can be summarized as follows

RandomGreedy
BEGIN
S   
WHILE  S is not a cover 	 DO
Add best column to S breaking ties randomly
ENDWHILE
remove redundant columns from S in a random order
RETURN S
END
In this paper	 we enhance Rand Greedy RG as follows
 a suitable rule is used for breaking ties
in the add step moreover	 a removal step is introduced in the while loop	 which makes it possible
to discard columns from the partial cover so far constructed	 and which also takes care of removing
redundant columns nally	 an optimization step is introduced after the while loop	 which tries to
improve the obtained cover by means of a suitable optimization procedure The resulting heuristic
is called Enhanced Greedy EG
Often	 the basic algorithm Rand Greedy is run a number of times and the best solution found
in all the runs is returned multistart approach An alternative to the multistart approach is the
socalled iterated approach cf	 eg	  	 in which the starting point of the next run is obtained by
modifying the local optimum of a previous run For a greedy heuristic for the SCP	 this approach
amounts to starting each run with a partial cover instead of the empty set It turns out that a
good partial cover can be obtained by restoring a part of the best cover found in all the previous
iterations By applying this latter approach to EG	 we obtain a very powerful algorithm	 called
Iterated Enhanced Greedy Algorithm ITEG	 which produces covers of very good quality in a
competitive amount of time
The rest of the paper is organized as follows In the next section we introduce the EG heuristic
In section  the ITEG algorithm is introduced The computational experiments are treated in Section
	 while Section  contains a discussion on the iterated approach applied to RG and EG We conclude
with some nal remarks on the present investigation and on future work
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 EG Enhanced Greedy Heuristic
In order to enhance Random Greedy	 we use a more advanced selection criterion for choosing a
best column to be added Moreover	 we allow also for the removal of columns which have been
previously added to the partial cover so far constructed	 even if they are not redundant The
motivation for this latter step is that as more columns are added	 a previously added column may
become almost redundant	 hence it is discarded in the expectation that better alternative columns
exist The idea of incorporating a step for removing columns is also used in other variants of the
greedy algorithm see eg alternating greedy in   However	 we use a novel criterion	 which is
similar to the one we employ for adding columns
When the construction of a cover is completed by means of this addremove strategy	 we apply a
suitable optimization procedure in order to improve the cover
Our set covering algorithm is described in pseudocode below Lines starting with  are
comments EG constructs a solution a cover	 starting from a possibly empty set S of columns
Then columns are added to S until S covers all the rows


 extend S until it is a cover
FUNCTION EG var S 	
BEGIN
WHILE  S is not a cover 	 DO


 select and add one column to S
S  S  selectadd	


 remove  or more columns from S
WHILE  removeisokay	 	 DO
S  S  selectrmv	
ENDWHILE
ENDWHILE


 S is a cover without redundant columns


 apply local optimization
S  optimizeS	
return S
END
Below we explain the key functions of this algorithm
cover value For every column c we dene the cover value cvc to be the number of rows that are
covered by c	 but that are not covered by any column in S n fcg Note that cvc is dened both if
c   S and if c   S	 and that cvc does not change if c is removed from	 or added to S A column
c in S is redundant if cvc   The rst criterion for selecting a column in both select add and
select rmv is its cover value
select add This function returns the next column that is to be added to S
Let Candidates  fc   S j cvc  kg	 where k  maxfcvc j c   Sg	 and S denotes the set of
columns which are not in S Every column c in Candidates is evaluated by means of a merit criterion
specied by the function w addc which computes the socalled add value of c Possible choices of
w add are discussed in the next subsection Then	 one column is randomly selected amongst those
having highest add value However	 with low probability paramadd rand with typical value 
the columns are not evaluated	 and select add randomly selects a column in Candidates this turns
out to be useful for escaping from local optima
The size of the set Candidates is bounded by a constant parammax candidates typical value
 In case the number of candidates exceeds this threshold	 a subset of Candidates containing
parammax candidates elements is randomly chosen This situation typically occurs if select add
is called when S is almost empty
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remove is okay This function returns a boolean value It determines whether columns should be
removed from S If S is empty it returns false if S contains at least one redundant column then
it returns true otherwise	 with low probability paramp rmv typical value   it returns true	
otherwise false
select rmv This function returns a column that is to be removed from S The denition is very
similar to that of select add Let Candidates  fc   S j cvc  kg	 where k  minfcvc j c   Sg
Every column c in Candidates is evaluated by means of a merit criterion specied by the function
w rmvc which computes the socalled remove value of c Possible choices of w rmv are discussed in
the next subsection Then	 one column is randomly selected amongst those having highest rmv value
However	 with low probability paramrmv rand with typical value  the columns are not eval
uated	 and select rmv randomly selects a column in Candidates
optimize This function tries to improve a cover	 by identifying and replacing inferior columns	
dened as follows Given a cover S	 we call a column c   S superior if the addition of c to S renders
at least two other columns of S redundant Then a column c in S is called inferior if there exists a
superior column which	 if added to S	 would make c redundant First	 the set Inf of inferior columns
is identied next	 all elements of Inf are removed from S nally	 add select is called repeatedly
to select and add a column	 until a cover is obtained Note that the function optimize operates on
a cover containing no redundant columns
 The Merit Functions w add and w rmv
The merit functions w add and w rmv specify the rule to be used for breaking ties in the
selection of the best column amongst those having equal maximum resp minimum cover value If
w addc returns a high value	 then it means that it is convenient to add c to S similarly	 a high
value of w rmvc means that c is a good column to be removed from S Two alternative denitions
of w add and of w rmv are intoduced

 The rst w add function is based on the idea that it is good to add a column c to S if c covers
rows that are not yet covered by too many other columns in S If a row is already covered by
several other columns in S	 the extra covering due to c has no relevant eect however	 if a row is
covered by only one column of S	 say x	 then adding c to S helps to make column x redundant
For a row r let xcoverr denote the number of columns in S that cover r Note that every c in
Candidates covers the same number of rows for which xcoverr  	 namely cvc For a column
c let Rc denote the set of rows that are covered by c Then the w add and the corresponding
w rmv functions are dened below in pseudocode

FUNCTION waddc	 

 column c is not in S
BEGIN
w  
FOR all rows r in Rc	 DO
w  w  
 xcoverr	 	
ENDFOR
return w
END
FUNCTION wrmvc	 

 column c is in S
BEGIN
w  
FOR all rows r in Rc	 DO
w  w  
 xcoverr	 	
ENDFOR
return w
END
 The second merit function is based on the idea of directly trying to make columns in S redundant
or almost redundant To this aim	 it considers the eect of adding column c to the partial cover
S with respect to the cover values of the columns in S The corresponding w add and w rmv
functions are dened as follows
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FUNCTION waddc	 

 column c is not in S
BEGIN
S  S  c
w  
FOR all columns u in S DO
w  w  
 cvu	   	
ENDFOR
S  S  c
return w
END
FUNCTION wrmvc	 

 column c is in S
BEGIN
S  S  c
w  
FOR all columns u in S DO
w  w  
 cvu	   	
ENDFOR
S  S  c
return w
END
 ITEG Iterated Enhanced Greedy
The performance of EG is reasonably satisfactory Nevertheless	 it can be improved by applying
a suitable iterated technique Roughly	 in the rst iteration EG constructs a cover starting from
the empty set in the following iterations	 EG builds a cover starting from a subset of the best
cover found in all the previous iterations The nal result is the best cover found in all iterations
The corresponding algorithm is illustrated below in pseudocode	 where S denotes the number of
elements of the list or set S
FUNCTION ITEG	
BEGIN
Sbest   ncol  

 best solution so far
S    

 current partial solution
FOR   paramnumberofiterations DO
chooseaddstrategy	
chooseremovestrategy	
S  EGS	


 if S better than Sbest replace Sbest by S
IF  S  Sbest 	 THEN Sbest  S ENDIF


 make S a random subset of Sbest
S  randomselectionSbest	


 ready for the next iteration
ENDFOR
RETURN Sbest
END
Every iteration starts with a partial solution S First	 an addremove strategy is selected
 one
merit function for the column addition is randomly selected between w add  or w add	 and
analogously for the column removal Next	 EG is applied starting with partial cover S	 and with the
previously chosen merit functions The cover S produced by EG is used to update the best solution
Sbest so far obtained
 if S has smaller or equal size than Sbest than it becomes the new Sbest Note
that we replace Sbest with S even if S and Sbest have the same size	 in order to exploit dierent
covers Finally	 S is initialized for the next iteration	 where we will start with a subset of Sbest
every column of Sbest is selected to be in S with probability p	 the restore
fraction Every iteration
the value of p is randomly chosen from the interval paramrcv low 	 paramrcv high 	 with typical
value   The idea is that Sbest	 being the best solution so far	 possibly contains a subset of
relevant columns which can be crucial to build a minimum cover Section  we investigate the
eect of using dierent xed values for the restore fraction
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Table 
 Results on Combinatorial Problems STS and Seymour
 Computational Experiments
In this section	 we evaluate empirically the performance of the EG heuristic algorithm on the set
of test problems for the unicost SCP taken from the ORlibrary

maintained by JE Beasley These
problems provide a valuable source for testing the performance of algorithms for SCP	 because they
arise from various dierent applications Almost all the problem instances we consider have also
been used in   for comparing nine heuristic algorithms for SCP More specically	 the following
problem instances are considered

Random Problems These are  randomly generated problems from the ORlibrary see Tables
 and  The instances of families  are from 	 those of families AE are from 	 and those of
families NRENRH are from  As in  	 the original instances have been modied by discarding
the costs of the columns	 since we are dealing with the unicost SCP Thus the results obtained are
not comparable with those reported in the abovementioned papers except for the E family	 which
is also originally produced for the unicost SCP
 Combinatorial Problems We have considered   problem instances arising from four dierent
combinatorial questions see Tables 	   The CYC and CLR sets are from  	 and are described in
more detail there They are available in the ORlibrary The STSset consists of  problems from
a class of set systems known as Steiner triple systems 	 introduced in  
 these instances are known
to be rather dicult for any branch and bound algorithm cf	 	  	 and they have been often
used as benchmark problems to test the performance of heuristic algorithms cf	 eg	  	  
Finally	 the Seymour problem instance

is provided by P Seymour It species an SCP arising from
work related to the proof of the Color Theorem
Characteristic parameters of the above problem instances	 like number of rows and columns	 are
described in Table 
The ITEG algorithm has been implemented in C Parameters	 like those specifying the prob
abilities of addition and removal	 or the size of the portion of a cover to be restored at each iteration
of ITEG have been set to a suitable value for each class of problem instances For instance	 for
the CYC instances	 paramadd rand is set to  	 paramrmv rand to  	 paramp rmv to 	
parammax candidates is set to 	 and the restorefraction is every iteration randomly selected
in the interval  
The algorithm was run on a multiuser Silicon Graphics IRIX Release  IP    MHZ MIPS
R  processor	 Main memory size
   Mbytes The results of the experiments are based on  
runs of ITEG on each problem instance	 using a dierent initial seed for the randomgenerator in every
run The results are summarized in Tables   In each table	 the rst column contains the name of
the problem instance columns with label of the form Iter k Avg StDv indicate the average of
the results of the   runs of ITEG obtained after k iterations ie	 paramiterationsk	 and the
 
available via WWW at httpmscmgamsicacukjeborlibscpinfohtml

available electronically at ftpftpcaamriceedupubpeoplebixbymiplibmiplibseymour
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Table  Results on Random Problems
corresponding standard deviation written between brackets We consider the value obtained after
  iteration	 after   iterations	 and so on	 until the maximal number of iterations considered	 which
is set to  	 or to   for bigger instances like the CYC ones This is useful for illustrating the values
of the best solutions found during the iterations made by ITEG A column labeled Best RG contains
the best result found by Random Greedy when run   times	 and Best GW contains the best result
found by all the nine algorithms considered in   Finally	 Best Known is the best known solution
Values are labeled with a  if they have been proven by means of exact algorithms to be global
optima Entries containing only the symbol  indicate that the relative problem instance is not
considered in  
The quality of the results found by ITEG on these problem instances is very satisfactory
On the random problems the best cover found by ITEG is always better or equal to the best cover
found by all the nine algorithms considered in   In  cases out of  instances it is strictly
better
On the CYC instances Table  ITEG nds better solutions on  out of  instances	 and equivalent
best solutions on other two instances however	 on CYC	 it does not perform very well if compared
with the best result reported in   The random Greedy algorithm RG nds solutions of rather
poor quality on all the CYC instances However	 the simple Greedy algorithm	 where ties are broken
lexicographically instead of randomly	 is one of the algorithms in   which is performing very well
on the CYC instances This suggests that for the CYC problems the lexicographical order as used in
simple Greedy is favourable
On all the CLR instances Table  ITEG nds better solutions than all the algorithms in  
Finally	 on the other six instances of combinatorial problems Table   ITEG nds the best known
solution for all but one instance	 namely STS
	 where the best known solution is  	 while
ITEG can only nd   The best known solution for STS
 has been found in  
 the authors
develop a heuristic algorithm for solving the Steiner triple covering problem based on GSAT   a
popular method for solving satisability problems Unfortunately	 a rather poor discussion of their
An Iterated Heuristic Algorithm for the Set Covering Problem  
experiments is reported	 which makes it dicult to judge the performance of their algorithm
The eectiveness of the heuristic EG employed in ITEG can be evaluated by considering the column
corresponding to the results for   iteration It can be seen that the quality of the solutions found by
EG is satisfactorily However	 as illustrated by the results of the experiments	 the iterated application
of EG starting with a portion of the best solution found so far	 yields a substantial improvement of
the quality of the solutions	 especially when applied to hard instances like those relative to the
combinatorial optimization problems In the next section	 we shall study in more detail the eect
of the iterated approach also on the Random Greedy algorithm
It is dicult to perform a fair comparison between ITEG and Random Greedy based on the re
sults given in   and here reported in the columns labeled RG	 because those results are based on
  independent runs of Random Greedy multistart approach A rough indication of the relative
performance of these algorithms can be obtained by comparing the column for   iterations and
the column labeled RG for getting an impression about the quality of the solutions Table  contains
the average running time per iteration of ITEG on the considered problem instances RG is about ve
times slower	 since it always starts from the empty set
 Discussion
The choice of the restorefraction in the iterated EG is relevant for the quality of the results In
general	 the optimal value for this parameter depends on the specic problem instance considered
However	 the experiments we have conducted on the considered problem instances seem to indicate
that good values of the restorefraction are between  and 	 where for smaller problems it is
better to choose a rather low value for the restorefraction
In order to illustrate the eect of dierent values for the restorefraction	 we have plotted in
Figure  the courses of ITEG and of the iterated Rand Greedy ITRG on three specic problem
instances	 when the restorefraction is xed at  that is multistart approach	  and  This
is also useful for comparing the iterated Rand Greedy with ITEG  On each case we had  runs with
dierent random seeds The xaxis represents the number of iterations up to  	 and the yaxis
represents the average number over  runs of columns contained in the best solution computed
at a given iteration of the algorithm On all the problem instances we have that	 for a xed value
of the restorefraction	 iterated EG outperforms ITRG Rand Greedy This is not surprising	 because
EG employs a more sophisticated heuristic As a consequence	 we have that ITRG is roughly three or
four times faster than iterated EG
On the problem instance 
 of the random generated problems	 we see that the multistart
version of both EG and Rand Greedy performs rather poorly	 while the best results are obtained by
considering a restorefraction equal to 
A rather dierent behaviour is illustrated in the second pair of plots concerning the CLR problem
instance CLR
 Here Rand Greedy gives better results when run using the multistart approach	
while the EG gives better results when a high restorefraction of  is used This shows that the
choice of a good restorefraction depends also on the heuristic used
Finally	 on the Seymour instance we see that Rand Greedy and EG follow a similar course	 with a
performance that dramatically improves when a restorefraction of  is replaced with one of 
 Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a novel iterated heuristic ITEG for the set covering problem	
and have studied its performance on a large set of benchmark problems The results indicate that
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Figure 
 Behaviour of ITEG and ITRG with varying restore fractions
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ITEG can produce covers of very good quality in competitive running time
Future work concerns the study of a similar iterated heuristic for the weighted set covering
problem Various papers are dedicated to this problem eg	 	  In particular	 the method
introduced in  also uses the iterated approach However	 it diers from the one used in ITEG in
two main aspects
 it uses a specic rule for selecting the subset of the best solution	 and it replace
the best cover with a new one only if the latter is strictly smaller than the former Instead	 in ITEG
the subset of the best solution is selected randomly	 and a best cover is replaced by a new one also
if they have the same size	 which helps escaping from local optima This is substantiated by the
experiments we have conducted
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